In the context of non-adherence, Angrist et al. [14] , Balke and Pearl [7] , Imbens and Rubin [8] and others [9, 15] generally group participants into one of four strata according to their response-type. The potential outcomes for dichotomous exposure can be represented by the pair (X 0 , X 1 ), where X 0 is the received treatment under assignment to control (X 0 ¼ 0: received control; X 0 ¼ 1: received active treatment) and X 1 is the received treatment under assignment to active treatment (X 1 ¼ 0: received control; X 1 ¼ 1: received active treatment). For now, we will assume that both groups in the study have access to and can receive either treatment. The four possible classes (adherence-based principal strata) defined by the pairs of values (X 0 , X 1 ) are as follows: 1. "Always Takers" (AT): The participant will receive the active treatment regardless of assignment (X 0 ¼ X 1 ¼ 1). 2. "Baseline Compliers" (BC): The participant will receive the active treatment if prescribed active treatment and receive the control treatment if prescribed control (X 0 ¼ 0; X 1 ¼ 1). 3. "Never Takers" (NT): The participant will receive the control treatment regardless of assignment (X 0 ¼ X 1 ¼ 0). 4. "Defiers": The participant will receive the control treatment if prescribed active treatment or will receive the active treatment if prescribed control (X 0 ¼ 1; X 1 ¼ 0). In most (but not all) settings, it is typical to assume no defiers [7, 14] .
Imbens and Rubin [8] posit that these strata should be considered pre-treatment variables, because the potential outcomes exist prior to receiving treatment, at least in the context of the current study. Participants' observed behaviors give some indication as to their stratum memberships. The participants who take active treatment when assigned to active treatment (i.e. adherers in the active treatment group) belong to either the AT or BC principal strata, and those who take control treatment if assigned to the control group (i.e. adherers in the control group) belong to either the BC or NT principal strata. Under the no-defiers assumption, non-adherent participants assigned control who take active treatment are AT, and non-adherent participants assigned active treatment who take control are NT.
If the strata represent levels of a pre-treatment variable, they are not affected by treatment (assigned or received) even though one empirically classifies participants into a stratum, or the union of two strata, based on information obtained from treatment assignment and data observed after treatment. Imbens and Rubin [8] also explicitly state that the response-type groups define the principal strata and note that the reasons why one might have ended up in one of the response-type groups are not relevant in the classification schema. For example, a participant assigned to the active treatment arm who is accidentally given the wrong medication is considered an NT in the context of the study, even though the participant would have taken the active treatment if no error had been made [8] . In this sense, the monikers "never", "always" and "compliers" are potentially misleading if interpreted literally. They refer only to the twoelement vector of potential outcomes in the current study, not necessarily to any more general statement about what would be expected to occur in other scenarios or even in future repetitions of the exact same study.
Causal diagrams for principal stratification
We begin with a simple causal diagram and elaborate gradually. The important nuance that we propose in this comment is to view the principal strata as a categorization for the combined effects of all pre-treatment common causes of adherence; the principal strata themselves are not caused by and do not cause any other variables. Note that this is different from the causal structure presented or described by others [7, 14, 16] , where the PS lies in the causal pathway between unmeasured variables and adherence. This small difference in perspective leads to important implications for clinical usefulness. For these diagrams, we assume the most general case where those assigned to active treatment can refuse to take active treatment and those assigned to control can take active treatment. Figure 1 shows a causal diagram where the only reasons for adherence are unrelated to the outcome (e.g. some participants receive the wrong box of medication by mistake). The double arrow to principal strata indicates that the strata are simply a categorization and not an actual causal node [17] . In this scenario, actual treatment is the exposure of interest, and the latent variable "causes of adherence" is an instrumental variable for actual treatment in which it causes changes in actual treatment but has no effect on the outcome [14] . If this were the true causal diagram, an unbiased estimate of the average causal effect (ACE) of treatment receipt, as opposed to the ITT estimate for effect of treatment assignment, could be obtained by correctly conditioning on treatment received ("as-treated" or "per protocol" analyses) [18] , and principal stratification would not be necessary.
In most cases, however, researchers believe that the baseline characteristics defining the PS also affect the outcome [19] as shown in Figure 2 , which explicitly illustrates this assumption that there are additional baseline characteristics that are common causes of adherence to treatment and outcome. A trait such as susceptibility to "side effects" refers to baseline characteristics, such as an allergy to medication. The fact that we may only find out if a participant is allergic to medication after taking the treatment does not change the fact that this allergy is not caused by the treatment or the treatment assignment.
If Figure 2 were the true causal diagram, then the population ACE for treatment receipt could not be obtained unbiasedly by simply conditioning on treatment received, due to confounding by the common causes. Nonetheless, properly conditioning on all of the common causes of adherence and outcome could still recover the population ACE. In most settings, however, there are unmeasured common causes, making standard adjustment impossible and motivating the use of a compliance-stratum-specific average treatment effect estimate. Specifically, the ACE within the BC stratum (CACE) can be estimated even in the presence of Figure 1 Causal diagram of a randomized trial with non-adherence. The principal strata are a classification (indicated by a double arrow as in Sjolander [17] ) for the latent construct of the unmeasured causes of adherence. The asterisk indicates that there may be associated measurement error, since the principal strata are only partially identified by observed characteristics after the study is conducted. The unmeasured causes of adherence are not affected by the treatment or treatment assignment. They are called "instrumental", because they affect only the exposure (actual treatment) and not the outcome, except through the treatment Figure 2 Causal diagram of a randomized trial with non-adherence. The principal strata* node again represents the classification of the latent causes of adherence in each context. In this diagram, causes of adherence are separated into instrumental causes, such as medication errors, and common causes of adherence and outcome, such as psychological traits unmeasured common causes under well-known assumptions, which include monotonicity (i.e. no "defiers") and the exclusion restriction (i.e. no direct effect of assignment on outcome). Although the CACE may be considered deficient for population inference [20] , it will be close to the population ACE to the extent that the conditioning on the PS approximates conditioning on the unmeasured common causes of adherence and outcome. For example, one could reasonably expect that those individuals whose "never taking" or "always taking" were due to instrumental mechanisms (i.e. those mechanisms not related to the outcome) would have characteristics similar to those found in the BC stratum and that the CACE provides an unbiased estimate of the causal effect of treatment receipt in these apparent "never takers" and "always takers". These instrumental causes of adherence effectively reduce the strength of the relationship between the common causes and the attained adherence.
In most studies, some causes of adherence may be measured, because they are known causes of the outcome, or they can be pursued as part of secondary objectives. In such studies, one could restrict the study sample to the subpopulation where adherence is mostly affected by common causes of adherence and outcome, thus assuring that PS would be more strongly associated with common causes of adherence and outcome. Figure 3 separates out the (instrumental) factors not affecting the outcome and the (common) factors that affect both adherence and outcome into unmeasured and measured groups.
Recall that principal stratum membership for the sampled subjects is partially unknown and, therefore, not directly applicable at the individual patient level when making recommendations for individual patients or entire populations. For these reasons, if all common causes could be measured and properly controlled for, many clinicians would prefer an estimate of the ACE, as this represents the ACE of patients actually receiving treatment over the entire patient population, rather than the CACE, applicable only to the unknown subpopulation of BC. Thus, a primary motivation for using a PS-based model is to replace the Figure 3 Panel A illustrates a causal diagram of a randomized trial with non-adherence. Factors affecting adherence (both instrumental causes and common causes of adherence and outcome) are now separated into unmeasured factors that cannot be conditioned on and measured factors that can be conditioned on (indicated by the surrounding box). The principal strata represent a classification of the latent measured and unmeasured adherence factors that affect the outcome, and the measured and unmeasured instrumental factors that only affect adherence. In a well-conducted randomized trial, the most important prognostic factors affecting outcome would presumably be measured, and some may be considered as the Measured Common as-treated and per protocol estimators as approximations to the ACE, not to elevate the CACE to be the primary causal effect of interest. Additionally, generalization of the CACE to populations outside the study may be invalid if the effect of instrumental causes were different in different populations, even if all common causes (the actual confounding bias structure) remained the same.
Although uncertainty could exist as to whether a cause of adherence is instrumental or not, generalizability might still be improved compared to current PS methods, even if a weak common cause is considered instrumental. Still, more general limitations of the PS method remain and are described below.
Challenges and possible approaches to a solution
The CACE is necessarily limited to the context of the individual observed study, because this effect depends critically on the influence of the instrumental causes. Any change in context will lead to a different CACE, therefore limiting the clinical usefulness of the PS approach. As a concrete example, when controls do not have access to active treatment in the study, the current PS method (and any instrumental variable estimator) states that there are no ATs [8, 21] . However, once the active treatment is approved, ATs will very likely exist, and the CACE will be different due to the change in the membership of the BC stratum. Note that all else held constant, the ACE should not change, since granting access to treatment should not generally change the causal effect of receiving the treatment in the population of ATs.
Bellamy et al. [22] posit that the results from the original study where access is limited to active treatment are generalizable to the new context: "For example, consider a completed trial, in which we found beneficial treatment effects in compliers (CACE). Under the principal stratification approach, this finding can be disseminated to the public by policy makers on the assumption that compliers exist in the population." In addition, Vanderweele [6] 
argues:
Contrary to what is suggested by Pearl, the effect [compliance average causal effect (CACE) measured by principal stratification or instrumental variable analysis when the control group has no access to treatment] is not merely an approximation to the population average treatment effect, but is arguably of intrinsic interest as it is the effect of treatment for the only group that we can reasonably induce to take treatment (the group that would take treatment if they were assigned treatment).
We disagree with this view and provide an example where a change in context affects the way in which subjects are classified into strata and, therefore, the interpretation of the CACE.
In one study, participants with on-going symptoms were randomized to an advanced ankle rehabilitation program or to no further rehabilitation (no access to the advanced rehabilitation program) and followed to determine reinjury risk [23, 24] . Although the classical compliance PS approach would assume that there are no ATs in this study, five participants in the control group sought additional rehabilitation outside the protocol. Therefore, given that these BC (by definition) sought additional treatment when the active treatment was not available to them, it is irrational to believe that they would be BC in a context once the treatment was available to them. As it happens, none of these participants was reinjured. Under the plausible assumption that these participants had baseline characteristics that included health-seeking behaviors that affected both adherence and outcome, the PS risk calculated for the BC in the control group for the study does not represent the risk for BC in the context of interest (because it included participants who would be AT in the real world context and who had a lower risk of injury). Thus, the CACE in the study context will not necessarily be equal to the CACE in a context where subjects have access to the advanced rehabilitation program.
Alternatively, one could try to estimate the risk in the PS that would occur in the context of clinical interest (in this case, when treatment is available to everyone). Adherence to assigned treatment is rarely all-or-none [25] . Therefore, one might be able to use "partial adherers" as a group of participants who are more likely to become "always takers" in a context where treatment becomes accessible to the control group, creating two new principal substrata from the classical AT stratum. Using risk calculations for this substratum, with appropriate weighting according to proportions within each group, might provide some bounds for the causal effect within the clinical context of interest. Challenges to this approach include making explicit all of the necessary underlying assumptions, as well as estimation with potentially small numbers of participants and appropriate coverage for confidence intervals.
Changes to context may not only affect the PS assigned to individual participants but could also affect the strength of the relationship between causes and their effects (either causes of adherence or causes of outcome). Currently, the PS literature does not detail any methodology for converting the effects calculated from a context not representative of reality, into meaningful causal effects in the context of clinical interest. However, if one focused on the causes themselves as covariates, then the challenge appears to be the same as with any question of external generalizability from a randomized trial. If instrumental causes of adherence are excluded from the PS categorization, it might be possible to consider the PS as a latent variable within a causal diagram. Pearl and Bareinboim [26] have represented non-generalizability in terms of causal selection diagrams and illustrated how causal effects from one study in one context can be adjusted using observational data from a target context. In principle, this approach appears promising for PS as well, but further study is required to determine limitations and explicitly document the assumptions. Some particular issues that need to be considered include: 1. Defining the effects when the values for a subject's pre-treatment characteristics change with context even if causal relationships of these characteristics with respect to adherence remain the same, or do not remain the same; 2. The extent to which a participant's potential outcomes for compliance differ from those of the current single study; 3. The implications of a situation in which receiving the active treatment is the same across contexts for each subject.
Conclusions
We agree with Pearl [1] that the principal strata based on response-types represent an objective to categorize participants into clinically meaningful groups. However, failure to distinguish instrumental causes of adherence from common causes of adherence and outcome render the categorization problematic. However, we also believe that the underlying fundamentals of the principal stratification approach [8, 9] may still be applicable. If future work illustrates that one can restructure the PS to separate instrumental causes from common causes of adherences/outcome and that the results can be made generalizable using other existing analytical frameworks, then PS may become a clinically useful tool. Until then, researchers interested in causal effects within strata (or combinations of strata) should match their study design to the clinical context in which the active treatment will be used.
